12-Course Kashmiri Wazwan, Anyone? The Manor Is
Hosting Culinary Pop-Ups Where Indian Accent
Used To Be!

Ten-Second Takeaway

Since Indian Accent has moved to its new location at The Lodhi, The Manor will be hosting a series of culinary
pop-ups in its stead which will feature chefs and cuisines from all over the world. The first in line is Kolahoi—
Kashmiri Wazwan from the kitchens of Chor Bizarre.
The Perfect Mix Of Culture And Cuisine

If you’ve been looking to shove your taste buds in a tailspin, Kolahoi will prove to be a culinary experience
unlike any other. Kashmiri Wazwan is a cultural cuisine made up of over a dozen palatable dishes. Served in
intricately carved platters called taramis, each course of the meal is full of flavour and tradition, and ends
with an aromatic Kahwah. To keep it as authentic as they can, the food will be served to you on a low table
as you take a seat on their comfy cushions on the ground.
Corporate Chef, Rajeev Malhotra, will whip up this culinary work of art with his subordinate chefs and
Kashmiri Wazas. Chor Bizarre’s kitchen will also be serving a selection of Kashmiri dishes and tandoori
starters for lunch and dinner.
There will be an option between the nine-course Kashmiri tarami {individual thalis} and the 12-course
traditional Wazwan {group thali for groups of four and more} you could order for a Kashmiri delight.

So, We’re Saying…
We’re already dreaming of the fragrant dishes and the flavourful thalis, so we’re gonna pop over and delve
into the Kashmiri Wazwan. See you there?
Where: The Manor, Friends Colony West
Timings: 12pm—2.30pm {for lunch}, 7.30pm—10.30pm {for dinner}
Price: INR 1,295 + taxes {for the nine-course meal}, INR 2,900 + taxes {for the 12-course meal}
For table bookings, call 011 43235151

